
  

 

2 PHASE ENCAPSULATED STEPPER MOTORS 

New solutions 

●High torque 

●Low temperature rise 

●Ultimately smooth 

●Long life  
 

Typical model 

14HK0402N(Φ36mm, Length 12.8mm) 

14HK2401N(Φ36mm, Length 20.2mm) 

 



 

 

 

 

Encapsulation technology with plastic molding from MOONS’ 14HK series stepper motor 

offers excellent solution for miniaturized application design. The diameter of 14HK series 

stepper motor is only 36mm and the minimal thickness is 12.8mm. This optimization design 

improves the performance of heat dissipation effectively and meanwhile greatly increases 

output torque, which makes MOONS’ 14HK series stepper motor a key component in 

miniaturization application. 

 

 

Traditional aluminum 

flange stepper motor 

MOONS’14HK series 2 phase 

encapsulated stepper motor 

Features 

■Low Winding Fill 

■High Winding Resistance 

■Low Efficiency 

■High Temperature Rise 

■Short Life  

■High Winding Fill 

■Low Winding Resistance 

■High Efficiency 

■Low Temperature Rise 

■Long life & Big load 



High Torque 

The new encapsulation technology improves the heat dissipation of the motor and reduces 

the thermal resistance from the motor winding to the air. Lower input power could be 

applicable when acquiring same winding temperature rise. Meanwhile, the special structure 

offers higher winding fill and lower winding resistance under the same number of pulses. In 

comprehensive performance, the encapsulated motor has higher output torque and better 

torque-frequency performance with the same winding temperature rise. 

Because of different motor flange structures between encapsulated motor and traditional 

aluminum motor flange, the thermal resistance from the motor flange to the mounting 

plate is quite different. The figures below show the difference in performance of two types 

motor mounted with different material heat sink: 

 

Mounting with engineering plastic heat sink, at the same condition of thickness and winding 

heat, encapsulated motor acquires 23% more holding torque compared to traditional 

aluminum flange (endbell) motor. 



 

Mounting with aluminum material heat sink, at the same condition of thickness and 

winding heat, encapsulated motor acquires 19% more holding torque compared to 

traditional aluminum flange (endbell) motor. 

Test Conditions 

Same motor thickness, ultra-low speed operation,temperature rise : 80K , Heat sink size : 105mm*105mm*3mm 

 

 

Low Temperature Rise 

By applying encapsulation technology, thermal resistance from motor winding to the iron 

core reduces, which leads to the temperature rise of the motor winding is lower under the 

same heating power. With special assembly features, the stator slot filling rate gets much 

higher, and the resistance gets much lower with the same motor thickness and windings. 

New encapsulation technology enables motor to offer smaller heating power and lower 

temperature rise with same output torque or same ampere-turns and thickness.  



 

(Test conditions: same thickness motor, low speed operation, winding temperature rise up to 80K, heat sink size 105*105*3mm) 

 

(Test conditions: same motor thickness, same copper loss I²R, ultra-low speed operation,heat sink size 105*105*3mm) 

 

 

Ultimately Smooth & Quieter 

The improvement of the encapsulation molding structure and assembly process offers 

encapsulated motor higher matching precision and more stable internal structure. It 

suppresses motor vibration effectively during the movement that reduces the working noise. 



Compared with the traditional aluminum flange (endbell) stepper motor, MOONS’  

encapsulated stepper motor runs more smoothly and quietly 

 

(Test conditions: same motor thickness, same output torque, microstep emulation:16 ) 

 

High precision 

Improvement of manufacturing processes and reliable design provide high 

assembly accuracy, which reduces motor vibration,noise and also improves  operation 

positioning accuracy. 

 

(Test conditions: same motor thickness, same output torque, full step operation) 

  



Long Life & Big Load 
Large ball bearing design increases motor load, extends motor working life and reduces 

running noise. 

 

The bearings working life time of MOONS’ 14HK series motor is 27 times higher than 

tranditional aluminum flange (endbell) stepper motor. 


